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Abstract
What this paper tends to address are followings. (1) A notable common characteristic of
many GIS applications we ever might ignore is that the ability of analysis is not primarily
provided by GIS itself, GIS generally plays roles of data management and virtual
environment construction, and it is the users of GIS software that achieve that  intelligence-
required process of problem solving. That is to say the power of analysis is comparative
weak in classical GIS. The main function of classical GIS was confined in data integration
or data fusion through objects’ positional correlations. (2) Why not let GIS execute more
tasks needing complicated analyzing like an active advisor in stead of a passive
demonstrator? Or how to make traditional GIS more power in complicated problem
solving? After all this is a significant and challenging problem both in GIS and Artificial
Intelligence. (3) The aim of this paper is to develop a systematic method to combine GIS
and AI together, thus make an enhanced GIS and enable it exhibits intelligence as more
frequently and more automatically as possible. The key difficulty this idea concerning is the
usage of multi-domain knowledge and meta knowledge. So modules of reasoning, planning
and decision-making are very necessary in an actual GIS-based application. (4) Many GIS-
based applications seem to be simple at first glance, but if what you want to seek is not only
a demonstration for principle but a comparative practicable system, then a difficult
problem is put forwards. Because from the point of view of Artificial Intelligence this
problem solving process is domain-cross, domain-open and common sense-required, all of
them are the research fronts of Artificial Intelligence. In general a deep intervention of
Artificial Intelligence into GIS will greatly promote the development both in the
applications of GIS and also in the theories of Artificial Intelligence.

INTRODUCTION
Geographical Information System (GIS) has been widely used in the fields of space or
position concerned information processing, such as resource, environment, electric power,
mapping, agriculture, traffic, telecom, city facility management, aviation and spaceflight,
military affairs etc. If we make a deep analysis on the role that an expert plays in these
tasks, we will find that the GIS software or platforms merely act as a kind of tool to store
and display facts or data, and the analysis that these platforms could do maintains in a
relative simple, direct and superficial level, that is to say any non-trivial or novel
conclusion is made really by the operator of that software. On the other hand there are more
and more applications, like how to set the store branches for a retail company and what
scheduling or routing is most reasonable in tourism, are occurring, they are generally too
complicated to be solved by a glance. How to make GIS software be clever enough for deep
and automatic decision-making process? The complexity in this kind of GIS applications
lies on the decision is made by a man or a computer. An active answer to this question is to
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seek a help from Artificial Intelligence, thus many theories or technologies inspirited in AI
can greatly promote the extent of complexity that GIS can deal with.

Almost all applications of GIS are concerned with the usage of intelligence, and that usage
of intelligence indeed is the predominant procedure while problem solving, so a
knowledge-based subsystem must be an important component in whole GIS application.
Knowledge and its applying way are two core aspects of problem solving. Let’s see an
example of knowledge-based applications in GIS. Can a GIS-based system give a
scheduling of city-visiting to a tourist in term of his interesting and affording? Suppose that
there are a history museum and a modern F1 racing autodrome in that city, so if our
consulting system is good enough then it should advise a foreign tourist to the former site
and a domestic tourist to the later site. Or analogously it should not advise an elder tourist
to skating. There are so many different situations that a tourism consulting system should
obey, how can it do that? The answer is that this tourism consulting system should have a
module being in charge of knowledge usage in addition of some other modules to process
the positions and attributes of tourist attractions.

The artificial intelligence technology can be used widely in GIS. An intelligent GIS as a
monitoring and forecasting system to model the effects of fire, grazing, thinning and
protection on species composition, canopy coverage and resource values in the oak-
woodland in California was presented in Vayssieres et al. (1993). In the paper, a
combination of GIS and expert system methodologies was used in a state-transition
paradigm that organized knowledge in a form very suitable to a translation into a rule-based
spatial simulation model. A hybrid Expert-GIS model which was composed of an expert
system to capture the expertise of an entire incident management team and a GIS as the
user interface was discussed in Subrammaniam et al. (1994). The knowledge-based system
was Multi-modular and each module served as one decision module aimed at providing a
specific ability to the Expert-GIS system which could significantly improve incident
management operations across wide area. The feasibility of integrating a transportation
planning model with GIS and ES technology was demonstrated in paper Choi and Kim
(1996) and consequently an interactive desktop transportation planning system called
TranDASS was developed. GIS applications which are supported by techniques in artificial
intelligence are also applied in intelligent forest information management (Charlebois et al.,
1996), agroforestry planning and tree selection (Ellis et al., 2000), evaluation of
environmental sensitivity of the road network (Klungboonkrong and Taylor, 1998),
environmental health decision support (Bedard et al., 2003), etc.

SYSTEM DESIGN OF ENHANCED GIS MODEL
A conceptual structure to achieve a special GIS-based application is a diagram in Figure 1,
it is composed by two main constituents, one (green parts) is GIS infrastructure, and the
other (red parts) is task-related functions group, in current application this group includes
problem solving concerned functions. In Figure 1 GIS module takes charge of the
management and visualization of spatial information or other attribute information,
associating with previous mentioned tourism consulting system, many facts, such as the
distribution of hotels, roads network, the distributions of cityscape or historical residences
and sites or cultural sightseeing or beauty of the nature, can be represented in their digital
forms. All these classical functions can be obtained through some commercial GIS software
that possesses secondary development tools.
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Figure 1: A conceptual structure of problem solving in GIS application.

In Figure 1 there are also some modules serving for problem solving. We can see three
main functional parts. The first part is domain knowledge base and its maintenance. In form
the knowledge base includes two types of knowledge, one are facts and the other are rules,
all of them are managed by knowledge engineers. Domain knowledge are those specialized
or professional knowledge that only experts might learn and know how to use. In our
current example of tourism consulting serves, domain knowledge are those knowledge like
the price variances of hotels in different seasons, or which chain is the best for visiting a
city’s historic sites.

The second part is meta-knowledge operation. Meta-knowledge is the knowledge of how to
use domain knowledge. For instance suppose that the question is how I can enjoy an
exciting one-day trip in this city. Because thorough natural language understanding is a too
great academic problem to be overcame soon and far beyond the scope of this paper, thus
the understanding of that question expressed by natural language is supposed to be done by
man. Then in order to answer this question, knowledge of knowing to select one target to
optimize is obviously more essential than knowing what that target’s definition is or using
some knowledge to optimize it. The quantity of meta-knowledge is much less than that of
domain knowledge, but the former is more dominant, because they control the whole
proceeding of problem solving. We divide this part into a problem analysis module and a
formalization module, the former is to judge the contents of question’s possible solution
and the later is to form a data structure for question’s solution. In theory the research on
meta-knowledge usage is still an open problem, whereas considering that we had confined
our questions all in tourism, so we can in advance evaluate the categories of questions.
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The third part is the operation of problem solving. We adopt searching technology to
achieve it. Why we choose searching technology owes to its great advantage in non-
problem pertinence, because the processes of problem solving are formalized into a series
of searching operations in a state space, which makes searching paradigm adapt to different
categories of problems. That is to say searching technology fits intelligence-required
applications that might have many variances in problems’ appearances. In Figure 1
problem-solving part includes two modules, one is searching tree construction and the other
is searching rules and searching strategies. The essential of searching paradigm is the
definition of state space, searching rules and controlling strategies, all of them are high
knowledge-based. The detail of them will be presented in section “Problem solving by
search in a virtual environment”.

REPRESENTING FACTS BY GIS PLATFORM
GIS is a powerful platform to store, visualize and fuse data, it integrates great deal of trivial
data to construct sets of items and make them visible and discriminable, or in other words
to materialize those tremendous data. Typically GIS organizes data through many theme
layers, positions are used to be notable indexes. Only a little part of data is visible, and
many facts like the attributes of a hotel are invisible, however these hidden data might play
important role while problem solving. So it is a key step to work out a data representing
form and makes it adapt to current application.

In order to provide sufficient base for inferring, a knowledge base should possess as many
knowledge items as possible. It is easy to decide what kinds of position-related facts should
be included by GIS platform, associating with tourism consulting application these facts are
hotels distribution, traffic network, natural beauties distribution etc. But which attributes of
them should be absorbed in database is difficult to make a perfect inclusion in advance, so a
scalable design is necessary to enable possible knowledge expansion.

Figure 2 demonstrates the skeleton of facts representation, some are visible and can be
drawn directly in a map and others are hidden behind like the style of a natural beauty. A
theme layer of GIS can be seen as a cluster of similar objects with an attribute of position,
so the conception of class that is widely discussed in Object-Orient Design can be used to
define items. In Figure 2 there are several object sequences, any of them is constituted by a
series of homogeneous nodes, which stores the attributes of an item in detail.

A difficult problem will occur when knowledge using. For example supposed that there are
two ways connecting tourist attraction A and B, and we want to visit B after A, then which
way is better? If the landscape along 1st way is forest and river, and the landscape along 2nd

way is trivial, but the length of 2nd way is shorter than the length of 1st way. Under current
situation two factors of length and landscape are main force to affect choose of way, so
these two factors should be included as attributes in road class definition. The
representation of length is a number and very easy to be embedded as an attribute, however
the landscape is too complicated and too big to be embedded as an attribute, because a
simple digital description hardly can depict it accurately. Usually there is a landscape layer
to deal with it, and a special class with many attributes might be designed to define
different type landscapes, so between two objects there might be a pointer to implement
object’s nesting.
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Figure 2: Extended virtual environment information organized by GIS theme layers.

PROBLEM SOLVING BY SEARCH IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Designing a metro line or a touring line is typical task of problem solving under GIS
environment, because usage of knowledge is absolutely necessary for solution seeking. In
AI many problem solving methods had been developed, which one is suit for us? The form
of searching method is compact and independent to a special application, and the execution
of searching can be done mechanically. A searching process can be seen as a process of
state transformations. Whether a searching process finally can solve a problem successfully
or not relies on following two steps, the first step is the definition of state, and the second
step is the definition of rules and heuristic strategies.

Knowledge base construction
Knowledge base is the fundamental portion for problem solving. Its construction is a
classical big problem in AI, the key issues are three aspects, the first is what the form of
knowledge representation is, the second is whether embodied knowledge is sufficient or
not, and the third is how knowledge can be acquired piece by piece. The whole discussion
on these issues is far beyond the scope of this paper, we only present what is the most
significant to current AI-embodied GIS.

Knowledge representation should sever problem solving. Our example is GIS-based
tourism consulting application, if we observe some touring cases, we can find that there is a
typical scene in each case. A typical scene can be abstracted and evolved by induction
learning. We will extend Script theory and use extended Script theory to build knowledge
base, because a script is designed wholly for scene formalization. Under current example
many touring can define a typical scene or in another word a script.

Table 1 is an example, it includes a script, which are defining “city touring”. And one script
can be regarded as the offspring of other script. The knowledge base is constituted by many
scripts like this one.
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Table 1: Knowledge represented by script.
Script of city touring
Condition of script being activated Health condition is good,

Money is enough,
Leisure time is available,
Desire of touring is strong.

Actors Visitor
Properties Hotels, Restaurants, Vehicles, Visiting places, Money
Candidate scene 1 Visiting a place
Candidate scene 2 Shopping
Candidate scene 3 Entertainment
Candidate scene 4 Eating in restaurant
Consequence Time consume

Money consume
Feel tired
Feel relaxed
Desire of touring is met

Knowledge-based definition of state space
Searching is executed among a state space, generally the state is a vector combined by
different type measures. Associating with tourism consulting application we could define a
state like the following:

         {Tourists, Time, Weather, Position-now, Program-now, Spending-accumulation,
Degree-of-tire, Degree-of-satisfaction, Sense-of-novelty, etc…}.

Of course a more detail state vector can be designed to describe a trip accurately in
different aspects. Any element of that vector is a dimension, continuous or discrete, so any
vector is a point of a multi-dimension space, and with a trip proceeding forwards there must
be many points scattering in that state space. For example a vector {Tom & his daughter,
a.m.8, history museum, visiting museum, 50$, 0.1, 0.8, 0.8, etc} is an instance of preceding
state definition.

Rules and heuristic strategies design
While building a knowledge-based system a classical step is to match two formats, one is
the formalization of knowledge been stored, another is the formalization of knowledge been
applied. A format for knowledge representation should be able to depict the relationships
among conceptions and situations in outer world sufficiently and be able to define state
transformations in inner world of computer algorithm unambiguously. The type of rule is
right to meet our request, and the format of a rule must be consistent with the format of
state definition. Let’s give a demonstration, suppose that a piece of knowledge that we want
to formalize is “if a tourist is aged then he/she favors a mild scene-visiting”. Then a proper
state definition seems to be a vector like {Aged tourist, Morning, Hotel, City-visiting,
Tiredness=0, Expect=0, Attractive=0 …}, and an action of “Go to history museum” will
transform state and after visiting that state will become a new vector like {Aged tourist,
a.m.11, History Museum, City-visiting, Tiredness=0.1, Expect=0.7, Attractive=0.6 …}.
And another action of “Go to Disneyland” will turn state to another vector like {Aged
tourist, p.m.16, Disneyland, City-visiting, Tiredness=0.9, Expect=0.2, Attractive=0.2 …}.
So three states had successfully drawn two divergent rules of state transformation, and
compared with two result states an implication between conceptions of “Aged” and
“Tourist’s program” is discovered non-recessively.

By virtue of knowledge we need to define heuristic strategies for the sake of improving
searching efficiency, such as what is an order of priority of so many rules and applying
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rules according to that order will benefit leading search converging to right direction. For
example if a tourist is in a hotel now, from here many place he/she can arrive, that is to say
there are many rules (actions) can be applied to transform his/her current state, but perhaps
only a little part of those rules is helpful to satisfy tourist’s needs, then how to highlight
these rules? Heuristic strategies are assigned to control rules’ sorting. We deal with
heuristic strategies by frame theory ever used in the section “Representing facts by GIS
platform”. A typical scene can be regarded as a typical environment among which some
rules can be applied correctly, so in terms of attributes that a scene possesses we can
calculate rules’ suitableness dynamically. For example before one trip begins in morning a
typical scene is to check weather forecast, thus many rules concerned with weather can be
filtered firstly. So the heuristic strategies are evaluations of rules and sorting by those
values.

Searching tree
Before a city-tour begins a tourist may hold an expectation or a plan, in which what are
he/she prefers, how much money he/she can afford, how long he/she is going to stay in that
city, etc. will be scheduled in advance. So all of these are settings and they construct
tourist’s target state. If under a state there are four rules that can be used, then apply four
rules one by one will produce four successive states, four rules are the directed lines
connecting initial state and four successive states. Expanding like this a state tree will
appear. A search algorithm is to find one or more ways in that tree that bring initial state to
target state.  Figure 3 is a very simple to demonstrate a search tree.

Figure 3: A searching tree.

Associating with knowledge base and heuristic strategies in previous sections, knowledge
plays its role in state definition and transformation, rule formalization, and relations
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between states, and heuristic strategies play their role in pruning branches of tree so as to
avoid meaningless expansion.

CONCLUSION
Artificial intelligence technology can be used comprehensively in GIS applications. This
kind of applications has become a category that can be named as AI-based model for
subject analysis of GIS. The key problems in the course of developing AI-GIS project are
(1) separate intelligence-required analysis steps out of whole task, a majority of this kind of
task belongs to problem-solving, (2) select an artificial intelligence method or several
methods’ composition and their forms in detail to materialize intelligent processing, and (3)
decide an intervening point or level that approaches to GIS or shares with GIS.
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